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We report investigation of non-linear electronic transport through artificial grain-boundary junctions made
on epitaxial films of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on bicrystal SrTiO3 substrates. The experiments carried out over the
temperature range 4.2 K–300 K in magnetic field up to 3 T allow us to identify some of the conduction
mechanisms that may give rise to nonlinear transport in these grain boundary junctions. The nonlinear transport
is associated with multistep inelastic processes in the grain-boundary region, which is moderately affected by
the applied magnetic field. However the primary effect of the magnetic field is to enhance the zero-bias
conductance@G05(dI/dV)V50#. The dominant voltage dependent contribution to the dynamic conductance
(G5dI/dV) comes from a term of the typeV4/3 at lower temperatures. Other voltage dependent contributions
to G, which are of higher order inV, appear only forT>75 K. In addition we found a contribution toG arising
from a V0.5 term, which is likely to arise from the disordered region around the grain boundary~GB!. The
magnetoresistance in the GB depends on the bias used and it decreases at higher bias. The bias dependence is
found to be reduced as temperature is increased. We discuss the physical origins of the various contributions to
the nonlinear conduction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical transport in rare-earth manganites showing
lossal magnetoresistance~CMR! has been a topic of intens
research in the last decade. In these materials the tran
through the grain boundary~GB! is different from that in the
bulk.1–3 The two most prominent features in the GB tran
port are as follows:~a! The magnetoresistance~MR! in the
GB was found to be more atT!TC (TC is the ferromagnetic
transition temperature and the GB-MR decreases asT
→TC from below! and ~b! the low-field magnetoresistanc
response~LFMR! is much pronounced in the GBs compar
to that in the bulk of the crystallite. These two behaviors
in sharp contrast to those observed in the bulk, where
~high-field! MR peaks near the ferromagnetic transition te
peratureTC . Also the MR in the bulk is much less at low
field. The LFMR in GB has been investigated extensiv
due to their potential technological applications followin
the first GB device reported on La12xCaxMnO3,x'0.3
~LCMO! films on SrTiO3 ~STO! substrates with bicrysta
junction.4 The GB transport in CMR materials is genera
probed through two types of experiments. The first metho
to study transport in polycrystalline materials with monod
persed grains and well formed grain boundaries.1,2,5,6,7This
method, however, needs a model to separate out the co
bution of the GB and the bulk. The second method is
study the transport in artificial GB created in an epitax
film of the CMR oxide.4,8–13This method gives more defini
tive results because the transport in the GB and that in
bulk of the film can be effectively separated. To probe
nature of the transport through GB’s in CMR oxides, ma
research groups have carried out investigations on var
systems such as tunnel junctions,3 step edge junctions,9 arti-
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ficial grain boundaries on epitaxial thin film using bicryst
substrate,4,8,11–14mechanically induced grain boundaries,9,10

and spin-flip junction devices.15 We will call such a device
containing an artificial grain boundary a grain bounda
junction ~GBJ!. The transport through the GBJ is genera
modeled as a junction where the GB is the barrier and
bulk of the film adjoining the GB are the two electrodes. T
two electrodes are spin-polarized metals (T,Tc). The nature
of the transport is thus mainly dominated by the physi
nature of the barrier region, its width, and the junction th
the barrier forms with the spin-polarized electrodes. A nu
ber of mechanisms~strictly speaking scenarios! have been
proposed to explain the LFMR in the GB and its temperat
dependence. Most of the proposed mechanisms are base
tunneling through the GB. Briefly, the mechanisms propo
are the spin-polarized tunneling via nonmagne
impurity,1,4–6 tunneling via magnetic impurity,16 spin-
polarized inelastic tunneling through a spin-glass-li
layer,10 and magnetic polarization of the GB region.17 Recent
experiments proposed multistep impurity mediated transp
through the GB.11,12 While most of the experiments on GB
investigated LFMR, the temperature dependence of LFM
and hysteresis behavior, there are recent investigations
have measured the nonlinear transport through the GBJ~non-
linear I -V!.12,13,18

In this investigation we address the question of nonlin
transport through such junctions and the effects of temp
ture and magnetic field on them. We find the nonlinear ju
tion conductance through the GB, which arises from vario
inelastic as well as elastic processes and dominates the t
port at finite bias. These are moderately affected by the
plied magnetic field, whereas the zero-bias conductanc
enhanced by a large amount in a magnetic field.
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II. EXPERIMENT

In this paper we report measurements done on GB
formed by artificial grain boundary in the epitaxial LCM
thin films grown on symmetrical bicrystal STO substrat
GBJ devices were made from patterned thin films of LCM
grown by pulsed laser deposition on STO bicrystal substr
(45° misorientation!. The details of the growth of the thin
films on the bicrystal substrates, their patterning to form
vices and measurement of their resistance have been
scribed previously.4,13 We have studied two types of device
The first device is made from a 200-nm-thick film which
strain relaxed~GBJ200! and the second device is made fro
a 40-nm film ~GBJ40! which is essentially strained due t
substrate. Details about their microstructure as well as t
LFMR response have been published previously.13 These de-
vices show large MR ('50%) in a field as small as 20 mT
In this study we have used a large Wheatstone bridge ge
etry with 19 meanders crossing the grain boundary. The
rent path is inclined at an angle of 12° with the grain boun
ary. The symmetry of the bridge structure ensures that
resistance contributions balance to zero except those ar
from the GB. However, deviation from perfect balance of t
arms of the Wheatstone bridge can lead to contribution fr
bulk of the film close toTP , where resistivityrbulk reaches
a peak. TheI -V measurements were carried out by pass
direct current through current leadsI 1 andI 2 and measur-
ing voltage drop across voltage leadsV1 andV2 as a func-
tion of temperature and applied magnetic field. The out
resistance in this configuration isRGB/2 if the arms of the
bridge are properly balanced. An off-balance contribut
(Ro f f), which contains contribution from the bulk of th
film, shows up closer toTC , as will be shown later. Tota
RGB contains contribution from the 19 meanders of t
bridge arm. The voltage drop across the arm isV
'19Vmeander, whereVmeanderis the drop across each cros
ing. The maximum power dissipated was less than 1 mW
the highest applied bias. The applied magnetic field was
allel to the GB if not otherwise stated. The resistanceR, MR,
I -V, and dynamic conductance@G(5dI/dV) vs V] mea-
surements were done in a liquid-helium cryostat with a
perconducting magnet in zero field and inH53 T as a func-
tion of temperature ranging from 4.2 K to 300 K. Th
magnet was warmed up to room temperature prior to e
run.

III. RESULTS

Figures 1~a! and 2~a! show resistance vs temperature f
the two GBJ’s. In Fig. 1~a! we show resistance of GBJ200
which has a value of nearly 18 kV and it peaks at 273 K
~defined asTP). TP is similar to that of the 200-nm pristin
film grown on the same substrate. The resistivity of the p
tine film is shown in the same graph. In Fig. 2~a! we showR
vs T for GBJ40. This device is made from a thinner film
which is essentially strained due to substrate. GBJ40 sh
resistance, atTP , two orders higher than that of GBJ20
The resistance peaks around 198 K which is very close toTP
of the bare film, also shown in Fig. 2~a!. The ratio of resis-
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tance atTP to the resistance at 4.2 K (RPEAK /R4.2 K) is '8
for GBJ200 and'3.5 for GBJ40. The corresponding value
for the pristine epitaxial films are much larger. This clea
brings out the role of GB in increasing resistance at low

FIG. 1. ~a! Grain-boundary resistance as a function of tempe
ture for a 200-nm device~open circles! along with resistivity of
pristine film ~open squares!. Inset shows corrected resistance of t
device~see text!. ~b! MR at 5 T as a function of temperature for
200-nm device~open circles! as well as that of pristine film. Inse
shows corrected MR of the device~see text!.

FIG. 2. ~a! Grain-boundary resistance as a function of tempe
ture for a 40-nm device~open circles! along with resistivity of
pristine film ~open squares!. Inset shows corrected resistance of t
device~see text!. ~b! MR at 5 T as a function of temperature for
40-nm device~open circles! as well as that of pristine film. Inse
shows corrected MR of the device~see text!.
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FIG. 3. ~a! I -V curves of a 200-nm device
taken at various temperatures in a zero magne
field. ~b! The normalized dynamic conductanc
G/G0 vs V curves obtained from the curve
shown in~a!.
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temperatures (T!TP). The resistance values of the GBJ
show peak nearTP of the pristine films. As stated earlier th
is due to off-balance of the bridge. To approximately acco
for this we follow the following procedure. We writeR
'RGB1Re f f , whereRe f f5jRbulk , Rbulk is the resistivity of
the pristine film andj is the scale factor which accounts fo
the meanders off-balance. We then adjustj in a such a way
that the observed value ofR is reproduced in the transitio
region using values of the resistivities of the pristine film
Similar procedure is followed for the MR. The correcte
resistances of the GBJ’s arising from the GB only are sho
in the insets of Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. The resistance of the GB
is very similar to what is seen in polycrystalline pellets.

In Figs. 1~b! and 2~b! we also show the MR as a functio
of temperatureT in a field of 5 T. The MR for the GBJ200 a
5 T is '60% asT→0 and it decreases asT increases up to
220 K, eventually peaking atTP showing MR value of 71%.
In the same graph we show the MR of the pristine film~200
nm! grown under the same condition. The MR in the fil
peaks nearTP but is negligible below 150 K. GBJ40 show
MR at 4.2 K of about 36% and remains more or less flat
to 140 K. MR shows a shallow peak aroundTP ~38%! and
decreases on further increase in temperature. The MR
pristine film is shown for comparison. It has broad peak n
TP but it is also negligible below 150 K. In insets of Fig
1~b! and 2~b! we show the MR of the GBJ’s after correctin
the off-balance signal. One can see that the GB MR is m
mum at the lowest temperature and decreases as tempe
is increased.

Figure 3~a! showsI -V curves of GBJ200 in zero field a
some representative temperatures. We show data in a
perature rangeT,TP . AboveTP , I -V curves become linear
It is evident from the figure that the current-voltage char
teristics are nonlinear in nature and the nonlinearity
t
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creases as the temperature is increased. The correspo
normalized dynamic conductance data (G/G0, where G
5dI/dV) obtained by numerical differentiation of theI -V
curves are shown in Fig. 3~b!. TheG/G0-V curves are sym-
metric. The zero bias conductanceG0 @5G(V50)# de-
creases as a function of temperature asT increases. Figures
4~a! and 4~b! show the corresponding data atH53 T. The
applied magnetic field enhances the zero-bias conducta
since the GB has a negative MR. The bias dependent pa
the conductivity@DG(V)5GV2G0# does not change sub
stantially in 3 T applied magnetic field at lower temperatu
(T,100 K). At higher temperatures there is a noticea
reduction ofDG(V). We quantify these in subsequent par
The I -V and dynamic conductance curves, both in zero fi
and in 3 T magnetic field for the sample GBJ40, are qual
tively similar to that of GBJ200, although they differ i
quantitative details. However, to avoid duplicity we do n
show the data for the sample GBJ40.

The GB-MR has an interesting bias dependence. To sh
this we plot in Fig. 5, the conductance ratiojV

[GV(3 T)/GV(0 T) as a function of temperature for fou
values of the bias voltageV'0, 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7 V for
GBJ200.jV.1 would imply negative MR. The field of 3 T
is much higher than the field of any hysteretic and ani
tropic regime which in these devices is below 200 mT. It c
be seen that as the bias is increased,jV at a given tempera-
ture decreases significantly at low temperatures. At 4.2 K,jV
decreases as much as 25% at a bias value of 0.7 V comp
to that of the zero bias. However, the bias dependence
creases as the temperature increases. The bias depen
decreases substantially in the regionT'75 K– 100 K and
for T.150 K the bias dependence ofjV is negligible. This
observation brings out the fact that contribution of nonline
t
p-
FIG. 4. ~a! I -V curves of a 200-nm device a
various temperatures in 3 T magnetic field a
plied parallel to the grain boundary.~b! The nor-
malized dynamic conductanceG/G0 vs V curves
obtained from the curves shown in~a!.
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conduction decreases as the temperature is increased
also note that the temperature dependence ofjV @MR
5(jV21)/jV] is substantial forV50 for T,100 K. In con-
trast,jV for finite V has rather small temperature depende
for T,75 K. ForT.100 K for all bias values,jV has nearly
the same temperature dependence. This we feel is an im
tant observation from the view point of device application
is seen that in the temperature range 75 K–100 K there
distinct change in the transport mechanism through the
vice. We see below that this is linked to a changeover
conduction mechanism through the GB atT'75 K as an
additional channel for inelastic transport through the G
opens up. Similar decrease in GB-MR with increasing b
has also been seen before.12,19 A GB device has to be oper
ated at a finite bias and a higher bias is desirable because
will reduce the noise in the device. However, a higher b
will reduce the MR. Thus an optimal choice of the bias
needed.

IV. DISCUSSION

a. The nature of nonlinearity—An empirical approac.
The bias dependence of the dynamic conductance (G vs V)
taken at differentT andH are fitted to the empirical expres
sion

G~V,T!5G0~T!1DG~V,T!5G0~T!1Ga~T!uVua. ~1!

Equation~1! is a two-parameter relation that quantifies t
nonlinearity through the exponenta and Ga , which is a
measure of the weight of the nonlinear transport.Ga , a, and
G0 are all functions ofT and H. In Fig. 6 we show the
temperature dependence of the three parameters as a fun
of T for H50 T andH53 T for GBJ200.G0 and Ga de-
crease anda increases monotonically with increasingT in
zero field. The temperature dependence ofa in H50 T has
a number of distinct features.a,1 at the lowestT and in-
creases steadily asT increases, reaching the value of'1.8 at
around 100 K. It saturates to'1.8–1.9 above 100 K.

FIG. 5. The conductance ratiojV5GV(3 T)/GV(0 T) of a
200-nm device as a function ofT for three values of the bias voltag
V'0, 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7 V.
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In Fig. 6 we also show the temperature dependence
G0 , Ga , anda in a magnetic field of 3 T. As expectedG0 is
enhanced in the magnetic field and this is the negative
shown by the junction close to zero bias. However, there
interesting changes ina and Ga . For T,75 K, a~3 T! is
enhanced and it is significant at lower temperatures. I
larger thana~0 T! in this temperature range. At'75 K there
is a crossover anda~3 T! is slightly lower thana~0 T!. a~3
T! also reaches a steady value of'1.7–1.8 at around 120 K

The temperature and magnetic-field dependences ofG0 ,
Ga , and a seen in GBJ40 are similar to those of GBJ2
and are not plotted. Particularly the values ofa in zero field
as well as in 3 T are similar for both devices. This is sho
in the inset of Fig. 6. In GBJ40,a is somewhat larger than
that in GBJ200 and the field dependence is less pronoun
As in GBJ200,a~3 T! is larger thana~0 T! at lowerT and
after a crossover at'50 K stays lower thana~0 T!. At
higher temperature (T.125 K) botha values reach a con
stant value close to 2.

In Fig. 7, a~0 T! obtained in two other investigations10,18

are plotted with that obtained in this investigation.~So far we
have not come across any published reports wherea andGa
have been obtained in a magnetic field.! The investigation in
Ref. 9 was done on La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 /LaAlO3 devices but the
GBJ was a step array junction in contrast to the bicrys
junctions used in our investigation. The investigation in R
18 was done on La0.67Ba0.33MnO3 /SrTiO3, with GBJ made
on bicrystal substrate. Though the three GBJ’s are differ

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the three param
G0 , a, andGa in zero field andH53 T for a 200-nm device. The
inset shows the temperature dependence of the parametera in zero
field andH53 T for a 40-nm device.
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one can see certain common trends in all of them.a~0 T!
seen in all the three investigations show two distinct regim
At lower temperatures (T,100 K) a~0 T! starts increasing
steadily with temperature. At higher temperatures in o
junction, a reaches a steady value close to 1.8–2 aT
.125–150 K. In the junctions of Refs. 9 and 18 there is
additional plateau ata'1.2–1.3(50 K,T,200 K) before it
reaches the limiting slope of nearly 2 at higher temperatu
T.200 K. We interpret this behavior as due to distinct tra
port mechanisms that operate in the GBJ. We discuss t
mechanisms in the following section. It is likely that all th
mechanisms occur simultaneously although one of th
wins over the others in a given temperature range. Howe
the relative weight of the different mechanisms, the ex
values ofa~0 T!, and the exact temperature ranges where
crossovers occur will depend on the details of the phys
nature of the junctions as well as on the materials which h
been used to make the junction.

b. Models of GB transport.In this section we briefly high-
light the salient features of the transport mechanisms
could explain the nonlinearI -V curves seen in the GBJ. Th
models have been developed in the context of trans
through tunnel junctions or junctions comprising two met
lic electrodes with a barrier separating them. The applica
ity of these theories is based on the basic assumption tha
GBJ can be thought of as junction with metallic electrod
with a barrier separating them. The expected behavior
depend on the physical nature of the electrodes, the ba
and the presence or absence of scattering in the barrie
gions. In general, the tunneling through a junction with re
angular energy barrier gives rise to a parabolic depende
of G on V at low voltages such that19,20

G~V!5G01G2uVu2. ~2!

In this equation the transport is an elastic process and
voltage dependence arises from the voltage dependenc
the tunneling barrier transmission probability. The coefficie
G2 depends on parameters related to the energy barrier.
ally the contribution of the voltage dependent term is mu

FIG. 7. A comparison of the temperature dependence of
parametera in zero field for both devices along with Zieseet al.
~Ref. 9! and Khareet al. ~Ref. 18!.
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weaker than the zero-bias conductanceG0. It is a zero-
temperature theory and does not include any aspect of s
polarized transport. This effect is not affected by magne
field unless the barrier is significantly modified by the fie

In case the electrodes of a tunneling junction are dis
dered the conductance gets a characteristic dependenc
voltage given as21,22

G~V,T!5G0~T!1G0.5~T!uVu0.5. ~3!

The characteristic dependence is a manifestation
electron-electron interaction in weakly localized disorder
solids.21 This coefficientG0.5 is a strong function of tempera
ture T and it decreases rapidly asT is increased. This has
been experimentally seen in disordered metallic alloys
well as in disordered metallic oxides22 at low temperatures
(T,10 K). In this case the junction transport has weak d
pendence on the magnetic field to the extent that the qu
tum corrections are suppressed by the magnetic field. P
ence of this term would mean that the region around
junction is disordered and it is different from the bulk of th
film. We discuss this later.

A model by Jullière23 is widely used in the context o
spin-polarized transport through magnetic tunnel juncti
However, this model does not include contributions from
elastic tunneling. In this model the tunneling resistance
tween two ferromagnetic metal layers separated by a
insulating barrier depends on the relative orientation of
magnetization and the electron-spin polarization in ea
layer. The model is essentially a two-current model, one
each spin direction. The two-current model assumes that
two spin species of electrons tunnel elastically. This mo
gives us a way to calculate the relative current in the s
channels and thus obtain an estimation of the degree of
polarization. The model has been extended to include ine
tic contribution to explain the reduction of the GB-MR
higher bias.12

Glazman and Matveev24 ~GM! proposed a theory for mul
tistep tunneling for conduction in disordered solid. Th
theory has been developed for inelastic tunneling acr
amorphous films and not for junctions with a barrier in t
conventional sense. However, given the fact that the GB
junction whose ‘‘barrier’’ thicknessd ~typically > few na-
nometers or more! is much wider than that in conventiona
tunnel junctions (d'1 – 10 nm), the applicability of the GM
model may be justified. This particular issue will be di
cussed later on. The GM model has given a generalized
pression for voltage dependent dynamic conductance. In
experiments eV@kBT is satisfied for most parts of theI -V
curves, except the range very close to the zero-bias regio
such a case the model gives a voltage dependent conduc
which one can write as24

G~V!5G01G4/3uVu4/31G5/2uVu5/21•••, ~4!

where the first termG0 includes the elastic tunneling an
tunneling via single-impurity step.G4/3 is the contribution by
tunneling via two impurity states. The tunneling involvin
more impurity sites will have higher-order terms. The co

e
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FIG. 8. ~a! The temperature dependence of t
coefficients (G’s! in zero field and~b! H53 T
for a 200-nm device,~c! the temperature depen
dence of the coefficients (G’s! in zero field, and
~d! H53 T for a 40-nm device@see text and Eq.
~7!#.
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ficients depend on the radius of the localized states, t
density, and the barrier thicknessd.

A recent theory16 specifically addresses the question
inelastic spin-flip scattering in magnetic junctions. It calc
lates the contribution of bulk magnons as well as antifer
magnetic surface magnons at the junction regions betw
two dissimilar magnetic materials. The contribution due
the bulk magnons gives rise to a nonlinear dynamic cond
tance in the low-bias region,

G~V!5G01G3/2uVu3/2, ~5!

with the temperature dependence of the MR which decre
as T increases at low temperatures. The contribution due
surface magnons gives rise to a bias dependent conduc

G~V!5G01G2uVu2. ~6!

In this case the nonlinearity of the transport arises fr
the spin-flip process. As a result, application of magne
field which suppresses the spin-flip scattering will sign
cantly suppress the nonlinear transport. In this section
briefly summarized the models available to understand
nature of nonlinear transport in GBJ. In the following secti
we use these models to analyze the measurements don
the GBJs. The change of the nonlinear terms of the junc
transport in a magnetic field can be used as a tool to ch
the presence of spin-dependent processes in these junc
that cause the nonlinear transport.

c. Analysis of GB transport data application of the mo
els. Most of the investigations on GBJ address the issue
LFMR and its dependence on temperature. However, s
of the past investigations looked into the particular issue
nonlinear transport. The investigations by Zeiseet al.9,10 and
Khare et al.18, as stated earlier, analyzed the data using
empirical relation given in Eq.~1!. The effect of applied
magnetic field was not investigated. Similar GBJ samp
have been investigated by Kleinet al.11 and Höfeneret al.12

who explained their data using the GM theory. From t
empirical analysis done in Sec. IV a and Fig. 6, one can n
the following.

~1! The nonlinear termDG(V) arises due to contribution
from a number of processes.
ir
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~2! Predominant exponent for the nonlinear term is clo
to 1.7–1.9 over most of the temperature range forT
.125 K. We will see below that this arises because o
contribution from a term with higher power (Vn, n.2).
This term makes substantial contribution forT>75 K and
the relative contribution from this term increases asT is in-
creased. However, at low temperatures (T,50 K) there are
contributions from other process with voltage depende
Vm with m,1. These contributions decrease asT is in-
creased.

~3! The effect of magnetic field is to enhance the zero-b
termG0 predominantly. Also, the other terms that give rise
nonlinear transport are affected by the magnetic field tho
weakly.

In view of the discussions in the preceding section
propose that the nonlinear contributionDG(V,T,H) consists
of contributions from three processes, all of which occur
parallel and we write this as

G~V,H,T!5G01G0.5uVu0.51G4/3uVu4/31G5/2uVu5/2, ~7!

where the zero-bias conductanceG0 consists of two parts.
One part is the elastic tunneling giving rise to the GB-M
and another part is the contribution of the tunneling throu
a single impurity site as envisaged in the GM model. T
G0.5 term is due to the disorder effect as expressed in Eq.~3!.
G4/3 andG5/2 are the contributions from two- and three-st
tunneling, respectively, of the GM model@see Eq.~4!#. The
higher-order terms are neglected due to increasingly sma
contribution. The predominant dependence of the field
from the G0 term. In view of the absence of large depe
dence of the voltage dependent part on the magnetic field
did not include any spin-dependent contributions as en
aged in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

We fit the observedG-V data~both for H50 and 3 T! to
Eq. ~7! over the whole voltage range and at all temperatu
~4.2 K to TP). One can obtain excellent fit with fit erro
,60.5%. The fit parameters, namely, the termG0 and the
coefficientsG0.5, G4/3, andG5/2 are shown in Fig. 8 for both
GBJ’s in H50 andH53 T. The dominant term in this re
gion is evidentlyG0, which contains the elastic term as we
the single step tunneling. The contribution of theV0.5 term in
Eq. ~7!, although very small compared to theG0 and G4/3
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terms, is needed to improve the quality of the fit close to
zero bias region particularly at low temperatures. This te
is also needed to explain the appearance ofa,1 at low
temperatures as shown in Fig. 6. However, it decreases
rapidly asT increases and becomes negligible forT.40 K.
Interestingly this term is suppressed by the magnetic fi
and is absent forH53 T data for both samples. This ex
plains the enhancement of the observeda at low tempera-
tures in a magnetic field~see Fig. 6!.

The main nonlinear contribution at low temperatur
comes from theV4/3 term, which arises from the multiste
tunneling. This term is significant at lower temperaturesT
,50 K). It decreases rapidly above 75 K. It shows bro
peak aroundT'25 K for both GBJ200 and GBJ40. The co
efficientG4/3 is enhanced moderately in the magnetic field
low temperatures, implying that the impurities involved
the multiple-step tunneling can be magnetic. The coeffici
G5/2 is almost negligible forT,75 K but assumes a finite
value beyond that and dominates at higherT. TheuVu5/2 term
comes from a process involving three steps. This bein
higher-order process will involve higher-energy proce
which we believe is operative when the temperature is
creased. The change in the nonlinear transport seen in
temperature range aroundT'50 K–75 K is due to crossove
of the relative contributions of these two terms. The con
bution of this term makesa→2 at T.125 K. We conclude
that in this device spin-dependent processes do contribu
the nonlinear conduction through the GB but the substan
effect of the magnetic field is due to the zero-bias term. T
nonlinear transport~which has a much weaker magnetic-fie
dependence! arises from a multistep process as envisaged
the GM theory with a contribution arising from the diso
dered region around the GB. We are in general agreem
with the observations and conclusions of Ho¨feneret al.12 for
the data taken atH50 T. The applicability of the GM mode
and contribution of theV0.5 term in theG(V) data point to
certain characteristics of the GB. It is not a sharp tun
junction, as in most artificially fabricated magnetic tunn
junctions ~MTJ’s!. One would expect no or much weak
inelastic scattering in a sharp junction. This will make t
GM model inapplicable. Thus the applicability of the G
model would clearly signify that the GB junction is ver
different from the MTJ. Here the junction has a wid
@ mean free path of electron. In this context we refer to S
et al.25 Using micro-x-ray probe they showed that the regi
around the GB has a different lattice constant from the b
of the film, and this change occurs in the scale of a microm
ter. One would therefore argue that the electronic trans
through the GB will be affected by this layer significantl
This modified region around the GB is likely to have signi
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cant disorder which contributes to theV0.5 term in the tun-
neling process at low temperatures. We also note that
inelastic process coming from multistep tunneling, givi
rise to the nonlinear transport, has much suppressed the
pendence on magnetic field compared toG0. The field de-
pendence is expected to come from the spin-indu
alignment/polarization of these impurity/scattering cent
that give rise to a multistep process. Absence of a stro
field dependence will imply that either most of these ste
are nonmagnetic or they have random spin orientation loc
in space by local anisotropy.

A comparison between the GBJ’s made on the two fil
shows that though they show qualitatively similar behav
there are significant quantitative differences. The relat
contribution of the nonlinear terms is definitely much larg
for GBJ40 compared to that of GBJ200. The magnetic fi
also has a relatively stronger dependence on GBJ40.
difference in the two devices is mainly to the extent of i
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V. CONCLUSION

To summarize our findings, we have studied nonline
electrical transport through artificial grain-boundary devic
made of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grown on bicrystal SrTiO3 sub-
strate by pulsed laser ablation. We specifically investiga
the dynamic conductance vs applied bias over the temp
ture range 4.2 K–300 K and in a magnetic field up to 3
The primary magnetic-field dependence is on the zero-b
conductance, which is strongly enhanced by the magn
field. We find that the nonlinear transport is dominat
mainly by two processes. The processes are moderately
fected by the magnetic field. From the analysis of the n
linear transport we suggest that the transport through the
is not only affected by the physical junction but also by
finite length of the film around the GB that has differe
properties from the bulk.
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